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While policy efforts may stabilize concerns about the financial stability of the banking sector, rising interest
rates and tighter lending conditions will persist. Central banks now face a trilemma: Monetary policy with
respect to inflation and growth and financial stability. At the end of the year, we thought that the widespread
pessimism was not justified and that investors' prudence could be put to the test. Of course, there are still
sources of uncertainty, but their impact is diminishing. Inflation is falling at a steady pace in the United States,
and the SVB/First Republic Bank episode is likely to amplify the disinflation movement. The sharp rise in interest
rates is putting many mid-sized banks in the U.S. in trouble, causing both a contraction in their deposits and a
deterioration in the value of their assets. It is likely that these banks, which produce nearly 50% of the loans, will
significantly reduce their activity. This significant deterioration in financial conditions makes it more than
problematic for the FED to continue raising rates, thus putting the fight against inflation on the back burner. The
U.S. central bank will hold its next policy meeting on Wednesday, May 3. We believe that the Fed will not raise
rates again. Our scenario remains that rates will remain at 5%/5.25% for 2023 and part of 2024. This should allow
the yield curve to steepen in the second half of the year. We continue to discount the risk of a severe recession,
as the labor market remains resilient. The stabilization of real interest rates (we still expect the U.S. 10-year real
interest rate to be around 1.0%) in conjunction with the prospect of a moderate slowdown in the U.S. will favor
high-visibility stocks and a further appreciation of the euro against the dollar. The banking sector's woes could
affect consumer and business sentiment.
A potential crisis of confidence could have a major impact on consumer spending and business investment,
with businesses and households likely to choose to hold on to savings accumulated during the pandemic. We
believe that the obsession of households remains inflation. While inflation is stalling, we do not expect
confidence to deteriorate and offset credit pressures. We have lowered our target for the US 10-year to the end
of 2023 to 4%. The slowdown in US economic momentum has finally been fully priced in by analysts, and the
downward revisions should stop as activity proves resilient, companies retain pricing power, and cut costs
quickly if necessary. In equities, earnings expectations have been revised downward for the first quarter (-8%).
That said, early results look encouraging. For the time being, the results published by the companies are well
above the consensus expectations. So far 54% have reported EPS above expectations (46% historically). EPS
growth for S&P companies is currently -5% for 2023 (-7% for consensus). The buyback recovery could be
positive as approvals for 2023 mark an all-time high. We could thus see the pendulum swing back to bullish
revisions.
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The end of the FED's aggressive policy, an absence of hard landing or soft landing, and a structurally weaker dollar could be beneficial
in the short term for US assets in local currency compared to Europe. The main risk would be to enter a recession in the US. We will
gradually increase our holdings in the US. Our overall equity exposure will remain between 25% and 30%. In Europe, the inflationary
situation remains a concern. While, unlike in the US, inflation is due to an exogenous element (gas), it has become more "sticky" in the
real economy. Even the International Monetary Fund has called on the European Central Bank to continue to raise interest rates until
mid-2024, and on European Union finance ministers to tighten fiscal policy in a concerted effort to bring down high inflation. Beyond
geopolitical and energy risks, inflation remains the biggest concern. For the ECB, this means additional, longer tightening through mid-
2024 to bring inflation back to its target in 2025. The fiscal stimulus to the economy that governments put in place during the Covid-19
pandemic and then maintained during the Ukrainian crisis will have to be contained, reducing the zone's growth potential. Otherwise,
the ECB will have to be much more aggressive. By supporting economic growth, governments have prevented a slowdown in demand
and thus supported inflation over time. This trend is expected to gradually reverse in 2023, in line with more targeted and then reduced
support. The resurgence of social tensions since the end of 2022, against a backdrop of inflation that is weighing on households, will
constrain the desire to rebalance the public finances of governments, whose room for manoeuvre is already reduced.
We expect economic growth to be sluggish but not recessionary in 2023. Savings will not save consumption. The savings interest rate
rose sharply during the Covid crisis. It is now close to normal, a sign that financial leeway has shrunk. Household savings intentions are
rising again, this time reflecting fears of recession and instability in the financial markets, which may inflate savings at the expense of
consumption. Equity markets remain heavily influenced by expectations of monetary policy changes, even more so since the banking
stress. Against this backdrop, we believe that consensus EPS forecasts remain optimistic in Europe (2.5%). The strong outperformance
of European equities could be dampened by downward earnings revisions, a more aggressive ECB and persistent inflationary
pressures. We are taking a more cautious view in the short term as we await the upcoming meetings with Christine Lagarde. We
maintain our preference for companies with visibility for the time being. Small caps, which lag large companies and offer reasonable
valuation levels, should do well, as evidenced by the numerous acquisition announcements in this segment (Network International,
Dechra Pharmaceuticals, Software AG, Majorel, Simcorp, Vilmorin...) at the end of April. Small cap funds have benefited from the shift in
expectations towards more resilient growth, putting an end to long quarters of outflows. This momentum is not yet over in our view,
even if banking stress remains an obstacle to be overcome. Small & Mid Caps still have a number of strengths to outperform by the
end of 2023.
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The low levels of growth expected in the coming months will keep PMI indicators close to their current levels, already limiting the
potential rebound of equity indices. Cyclical companies have been penalized by the banking stress. We expect a gradual return of
confidence to allow for a catch-up, but the weakness of economic growth should then quickly prompt selectivity. Stock picking is to be
favored in the more defensive or value sectors. Bond assets should suffer from the central bank's procrastination. The riskiest segments
should suffer under these conditions and the highest rated segments will suffer from higher rates. We remain positioned in the BBB-/BB
segment, which we believe is the most resilient. The liquidity remains well paid and allows us to be patient. The majority of our positions
are in this segment. As for China, contrary to all expectations, the exit from its zero COVID policy is not translating into a strong revival of
activity, even if consumption is rebounding. We still believe that growth acceleration will occur in the second half of the year in the form
of a decline in savings accumulated during the confinements and through expansionary policies. As we demonstrate in this month's
editorial, China will do everything it can to maintain resilient economic growth at the cost of a precarious diplomatic balance. China's
growth positively surprised the consensus by rebounding to 4.5% year-on-year in the first quarter. It still needs to consolidate to reach
the official target ("around 5%"), but should be helped by very favorable base effects, especially in the second quarter. The recovery is
finally starting to be driven by household consumption.

As a result, retail sales have risen sharply, outpacing the economy's growth rate, something that has not happened since mid-2020.
Some of these savings will fuel the recovery in consumption in 2023. The real estate sector, which accounted for nearly 30% of China's
GDP in the past, is still plagued by structural imbalances. The authorities have encouraged financial institutions to provide more support
to property developers in order to stabilize the sector and avoid a crisis. The authorities' response continues to be to ease monetary
policy by lowering reserve requirements for banks and encouraging them to increase their credit production. With private investment
still weak, the economy is still a long way from overheating and is not expected to fuel headline inflation, which is reassuring news given
the tensions in other countries. China's recovery is on track and will provide a breath of fresh air to the world in 2023. A substantial
rebound is underway, as evidenced by high-frequency indicators and PMI activity indices. This rebound is expected to continue, but the
ability of the PMI indices to surprise on the upside will be a challenge for financial assets in the coming months. We have gradually
reinvested in the Asia zone via the Gemway fund and the amundi AMUNDI MSCI CHINA ESG LEADERS ETF.
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